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| Executive Summary
True Positives conducted a web application penetration test for [Customer]. This test was designed to

provide [Customer] with an independent, point-in-time assessment of web application vulnerabilities

from the perspective of a malicious actor in accordance with CIS Controls and NIST guidelines.

Assessment Synopsis
During the assessment, True Positives identified a lack of server-side input validation, lack of simple

user account enumeration, and generic error messages leaking internal system information.

However, True Positives did find a Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) variant that allowed True

Positives to access localhost system resources. True Positives also discovered reflected Cross-Site

Scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities within [Page Functionality] for the [Target] application. True Positives

found that the [Target] web application was configured to allow weak account passwords, including

passwords with a minimum six-character length and weak complexity requirements.

True Positives found that the application logout functionality was vulnerable to open redirects, which

could allow a malicious actor to redirect application users to a malicious website. Additionally, True

Positives discovered a [Page Name] page for the [Target] web application that leaked server and

Customer information, and JavaScript files that contained an internal IP address

Scope
True Positives tested the [Customer]

application and its components. True

Positives also performed a security review

of the business logic and compensating

controls for the [Customer] application.

Assessment Data
Dates: XX/XX/2021  to XX/XX/2021

Level of Effort: XX days

Consultant(s): [True Positives Consultant(s)]
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| Assessment Findings
The following section provides a high-level overview of key assessment findings and recommendations:

Key Findings
● Command Injection: True Positives was able to extract local system resources and access internal

[Customer] resources through an incorrect filter.

● Server-Side Request Forgery: True Positives was able to extract local system resources and access

internal [Customer] resources through an incorrect filter.

● Cross-Site Scripting: The [App Name] application was vulnerable to reflected XSS, which allowed

True Positives to execute JavaScript in the browser.

● Weak Password Policy: The [App Name] web application only required a six-character minimum

for passwords and did not enforce strong complexity requirements.

● Open Redirection: True Positives could craft an [App Name] logout URL to redirect to malicious

sites, abusing the trust of all systems using [App Name] for phishing.

● Information Disclosure (sensitive Information in comments): True Positives found that a [App

Name] page for the [App Name] web application leaked server and Customer information, and

JavaScript files contained an internal IP address.

● Authentication Bypass: True Positives was able to access all the files uploaded by users into an

AWS S3 file storage bucket from the public internet without any authorization challenge.

● Token Manipulation: True Positives found that a [App Name] API for the [App Name] web

application would send SMS messages with forged identities as sender

● Cross-Site Request Forgery (forgotten password abuse): True Positives was able to discover forms

after the user logs out which can be used for Cross-Site Request Forgery to trick the user into

resetting the password into one known to the attacker

● Insecure Transport Layer: True Positives observed that an application used basic authentication to

submit credentials over an insecure transport layer that can be intercepted

● Insecure Cookie (Authentication Cookie without Secure attribute): True Positives found that the

cookies used for client-side validation of authorization from local storage are not secured with

attributes that prevent the cookies from being broadcast over insecure transport layers

● Information Disclosure (sensitive information in errors): True Positives discovered that the

application produced verbose errors which exposed a possible SQL injection attack
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| Threat Ranking Methodology
True Positives testing and vulnerability threat rankings are aligned to industry-proven NIST 800-30

threat rankings methodology. The following sections outline how the NIST developed scoring

Methodology is applied to the assessment findings.

Impact

Informational Low Moderate High Critical

High Informational Low Moderate High Critical

Moderate Informational Low Moderate Moderate High

Low Informational Low Low Moderate Moderate

Table 1: Threat Likelihood and Impact

Threat Likelihood
● High: A malicious actor is highly likely to initiate the threat event.

● Moderate: A malicious actor is somewhat likely to initiate the threat event.

● Low: A malicious actor is unlikely to initiate the threat event.

Threat Impact
● Critical: The threat event could be expected to have multiple severe or catastrophic adverse

effects on organizational operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● High: The threat event could be expected to have severe or catastrophic adverse effects on

organizational operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● Moderate: The threat event could be expected to have serious adverse effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● Low: The threat event could be expected to have limited adverse effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.
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● Informational: The threat event could be expected to have negligible effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations

Level of Risk
● Critical: The threat event could be expected to have multiple severe or catastrophic adverse

effects on organizational operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● High: The threat event could be expected to have severe or catastrophic adverse effects on

organizational operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● Moderate: The threat event could be expected to have serious adverse effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● Low: The threat event could be expected to have limited adverse effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

● Informational: The threat event could be expected to have negligible effects on organizational

operations, assets, individuals, and other organizations.

Note: See NIST's comprehensive methodology for more information:

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-30r1.pdf
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| Finding Summary
The following chart provides an overview of NIST scoring and a summary of the findings discovered

during the assessment:

Assessment Findings Risk

Command Injection High

Server-Side Request Forgery High

Authentication Bypass (Access Control) High

Cross-Site Scripting Moderate

Weak Password Policy Moderate

Open Redirection Moderate

Authentication Bypass (Token Manipulation) Moderate

Information Disclosure (Error Message) Moderate

Insecure Session Cookie Moderate

Insecure Transport Layer Moderate

Cross Site Request Forgery (forgotten password abuse) Low

Information Disclosure (Source Code) Low

Table 2: Assessment Findings
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| High Threat Assessment Findings

Command Injection

NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

High High High

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
The application allows commands to be appended to the parameters when specifying pages or Internet

Always sanitize user input. All input should be validated for malicious content. The application can be

used to construct all or part of an OS command using externally influenced input from an upstream

component, but it does not neutralize or incorrectly neutralizes special elements that could modify the

intended OS command when it is sent to a downstream component.

This could allow attackers to execute unexpected, dangerous commands directly on the operating

system. This weakness can lead to vulnerability in environments in which the attacker does not have

direct access to the operating system, such as in web applications. Alternatively, if the weakness occurs

in a privileged program, it could allow the attacker to specify commands that normally would not be

accessible, or to call alternate commands with privileges that the attacker does not have. The problem

is exacerbated if the compromised process fails to follow the principle of least privilege, because the

attacker-controlled commands may run with special system privileges that increase the amount of

damage. The application simply redirects this entire command to the operating system.

Validation Steps:
Request:

GET /account/documents?page=delivery.html%26dir HTTP/1.1
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Accept-Language: en-US
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/59.0.3071.115
Safari/537.36
Host: xxxx-xxxxx.westus2.cloudapp.azure.com
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Referer: http://XXXXXXXXXX.westus2.cloudapp.azure.com/account/documents
Cookie: PHPSESSID=1va7mnr8d38iu0f1blohss8mf0;
Response:

..<snip>..
</div>
</div> Volume in drive C has no label.
Volume Serial Number is 6897-C0D0

Directory of C:\home\hackazon\web

09/16/2018 02:23 AM <DIR> .
09/16/2018 02:23 AM <DIR> ..
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 561 .htaccess
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> amf_back_office
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> app
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 595 crossdomain.xml
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> css
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> font-awesome
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> fonts
09/16/2018 01:19 AM 1,429,100 H.pcapng
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> helpdesk
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> images
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 275 index.php
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> js
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 0 log.txt
07/15/2018 05:59 PM 44,595,686 nomachine.deb
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> out
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> products_pictures
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 2 robots.txt
06/17/2018 05:52 PM 38,012 swagger.json
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> swf
06/17/2018 05:57 PM <DIR> upload
09/16/2018 04:12 PM <DIR> user_pictures
9 File(s) 398,413,020 bytes
15 Dir(s) 113,675,370,496 bytes free </div>
</div>
</div> </div>
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Affected Resources:

URL Permissions
https://XXXXXXXXXX.westus2.cloudapp.azure.com/account/docume
nts?page=

Unauthenticated

Recommendations
● The single best way to prevent command injection vulnerabilities is to never call operating

system commands directly from application layer code. In virtually all cases, there are

alternative ways to implement the required functionality using more secure platform APIs.

● If calling operating system commands with user-supplied input is deemed unavoidable, then

robust input validation should be performed.

References
● OWASP OS Command Injection Defense

● Remote Command Execution vs. Remote Code Execution
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| Server-Side Request Forgery
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

High High High

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
When performing a Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) attack, a malicious actor creates a request from

the vulnerable device. When the malicious request goes to the server, it appears to be a legitimate

request from a recognized device, so the server executes it.

A malicious actor can use SSRF techniques to attack internal and external entities that they would

otherwise be prevented from accessing. For example, SSRF can be leveraged to bypass firewall

restrictions, access local files, perform port scanning, and execute other types of attacks that would

otherwise be inaccessible to the malicious actor.

Validation Steps
The Java Server Page [SearchPublicRegistries.jsp] can be abused by unauthenticated attackers, causing

the vulnerable webserver to connect to any port on any host. The returned information is very detailed

and can be used by an attacker to infer whether there are related services listening on the specified

port.  Mapping of the entire internal network may be possible.

The following evidence included hosts and IPs discovered in the GET parameters of the URL and the

banner returned a known vulnerable host to SSRF:

Request:
GET
/uddiexplorer/SearchPublicRegistries.jsp?operator=http://localhost:22&rdoSearch=name&txtSearchname=sdf&
txtSearchkey=&txtSearchfor=&selfor=Business+location&btnSubmit=Search HTTP/1.1
Host: u2jpayment.internal.x-xxxxxx.com
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Accept: */*
Accept-Language: en
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64; Trident/5.0)
Connection: close
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Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Connection: close

Date: Mon, 08 Jan 2018 18:28:44 GMT

Content-Type: text/html;charset=UTF-8

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BTa=R:0|g:a250aafd-b0fe-4980-a4b8-fb65098c01ae; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018

18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BT1=R:0|i:32814; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018 18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BT1=R:0|i:32814|e:10; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018 18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BT1=R:0|i:32814|e:10|d:1; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018 18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BT2=R:0|i:32814; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018 18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: ADRUM_BT2=R:0|i:32814|e:10; expires=Monday, 08-Jan-2018 18:29:15 GMT; path=/

Set-Cookie: JSESSIONID=wgmLhT4djD1yZh62KfdF1krCC2dfh9yJ20x2498zV1Chbpc8jK1V!962894123; path=/;

HttpOnly

Set-Cookie:

publicinquiryurls=http://www-3.ibm.com/services/uddi/inquiryapi!IBM|http://www-3.ibm.com/services/uddi/v

2beta/inquiryapi!IBM

V2|http://uddi.rte.microsoft.com/inquire!Microsoft|http://services.xmethods.net/glue/inquire/uddi!XMethods

|; expires=Monday, 14-Jan-2019 03:22:05 GMT

X-Powered-By: Servlet/2.5 JSP/2.1

Content-Length: 10509

[...]

The following is an example of an internal host that is not listening on TCP port 23.

Request:

https://u2jpayment.internal.x-xxxxxx.com/uddiexplorer/SearchPublicRegistries.jsp?operator=http://10.0.0.

4:23&rdoSearch=name&txtSearchname=sdf&txtSearchkey=&txtSearchfor=&selfor=Business+location&btnS

ubmit=Search

Response:

weblogic.uddi.client.structures.exception.XML_SoapException: Connection refused

Below is an example request to a host which is listening on TCP port 22:
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Request:

https://u2jpayment.internal.x-xxxxxx.com/uddiexplorer/SearchPublicRegistries.jsp?operator=http://10.0.0.

4:22&rdoSearch=name&txtSearchname=sdf&txtSearchkey=&txtSearchfor=&selfor=Business+location&btnS

ubmit=Search

Response:

weblogic.uddi.client.structures.exception.XML_SoapException: Received a response from url:

http://10.0.0.4:22 which did not have a valid SOAP content-type: unknown/unknown.

It is possible to abuse this functionality to discover and port scan any host that the WebLogic server can

access.

If a discovered service returns a valid SOAP response, it may be possible to view the contents of the

response.  This function can be used to detect all host ports accessible by WebLogic. In the above

example, the detected service will return legal SOAP response information, and you can even see the

corresponding complete information.

SSRF vulnerabilities offer a world of possibilities – for example, this could be used to scan for services

and resources present on the WebLogic server's loopback interface, to port scan hosts adjacent to the

WebLogic server, or to profile outgoing firewall rules (port scan an external attacker-controlled server

to see which outgoing connections are permitted).

Affected Resources:

URL Permissions
https://u2jpayment.internal.x-xxxxxx.com
/uddiexplorer/SearchPublicRegistries.jsp?

Unauthenticated

Recommendations:
Always sanitize user input. All input should be validated for malicious content. Whitelist protocols that

the application can use, prevent a malicious actor from further leveraging an existing SSRF vulnerability.

Blacklist internal IP addresses at the system firewall level to prevent a malicious actor from accessing

internal resources.  Use uniform error codes to ensure that inconsistent error messages coming from

the server's application do not inadvertently supply information to a malicious actor.
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References:
● ‘Server-Side Request Forgery,’ OWASP, 2017:

www.owasp.org/index.php/Server_Side_Request_Forgery

● ‘Server-Side Request Forgery Takes Advantage of Vulnerable App Servers’, McAfee, 2016:

https://securingtomorrow.mcafee.com/mcafee-labs/server-side-request-forgery-takes-

advantage-vulnerable-app-servers/
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| Moderate Threat Assessment Findings

Cross-Site Scripting (Persistent)

NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Low High

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is an attack technique that forces a website to echo executable code,

originally supplied by a malicious actor, in the user’s browser. This code is often written in HTML or

JavaScript but may be written in VBScript, ActiveX, Java, Flash, or any other technology supported by

the browser. XSS attacks essentially compromise the trust relationship between the client and the

webserver.

Cross-site scripting can be escalated to high if the users have older, unpatched browsers which can be

exploited by discovered vulnerabilities available to the malicious actors. If the users are not

corporate-managed assets but consumer retail internet users who are highly vulnerable to XSS and in

this context would be considered a HIGH finding. Most XSS attacks are either stored (persistent) or

reflected (non-persistent):

● Persistent (Type I): Stored attacks occur when the malicious code is stored on the target website,

and then served to any visiting browser as part of the server's response.

● Non-Persistent (Type II): Reflected attacks occur when a user visits a crafted link that contains the

malicious code. After visiting this link, the user’s browser executes the code embedded in the

URL.

A victim of an XSS attack could have their account hijacked through cookie theft, their browser

redirected to another location, or be shown fraudulent content that appears to come from the website

they are visiting.

During an XSS attack, the delivered code runs within the security context (or zone) of the hosting

website. For example, in Microsoft's Internet Explorer, there are five security zones available with

varying levels of privilege. If the XSS attack is implemented in a site that is part of the 'My Computer'
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zone, the code may have access to read, modify, or transmit any sensitive data stored on the local

system.

Stored cross-site scripting vulnerabilities arise when data that originated from any tainted source is

copied into the application's responses in an unsafe way. An attacker can use the vulnerability to inject

malicious script code into the application, which will execute within the browser of any user who views

the relevant application content.

Stored cross-site scripting flaws are typically more serious than reflected vulnerabilities because they

do not require a separate delivery mechanism in order to reach target users, and they can potentially

be exploited to create web application worms that spread exponentially amongst application users.

Methods for introducing malicious content include any function where request parameters or headers

are processed and stored by the application and any out-of-band channel whereby data can be

introduced into the application's processing space.

Validation Steps

Request #2:

POST /secure/divisions/new/ HTTP/1.1
Host: www.x-xxxxx.com
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:38.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/38.0 Iceweasel/38.8.0
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Referer: https://www.digicert.com/secure/divisions/new/
Cookie: s_fid=54994D63FB8A008D-27B656F49D8318CB;
__utma=96699033.266281522.1465762091.1465762091.1466111315.2;
__utmz=96699033.1465762091.1.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none);
__utmv=96699033.|1=l=%2Faccount%2Flogin.php=1;
s_vi=[CS]v1|2BAEE09505033B34-40001188C00078D8[CE]; PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62;
order_origin=l%3D/account/login.php%26s%3D%26r%3D%26q%3Dnull; s_cc=true; __utmc=96699033;
s_sq=digicertdev%3D%2526pid%253Daccount%25253Alogin%2526pidt%253D1%2526oid%253Dlogin%2526o
idt%253D3%2526ot%253DSUBMIT
Connection: close
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 202

csrf_token=0425cada38d62436d4d7862bffda6cd39a1af48b&name=%00mw96e<script>alert(1)<%2fscript>b
60jv&description=Pent&additional_renewal_emails=xxxxxx-xx%40gmail.com&template_id=6&limit_domains
=on&allowed_domain_names=&submit_division=
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Request #2:

POST /secure/users/new/ HTTP/1.1
Host: www.x-xxxxxx.com
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:38.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/38.0 Iceweasel/38.8.0
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Referer: https://www.digicert.com/secure/users/new/
Cookie: s_fid=54994D63FB8A008D-27B656F49D8318CB;
__utma=96699033.266281522.1465762091.1465762091.1466111315.2;
__utmz=96699033.1465762091.1.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none);
__utmv=96699033.|1=l=%2Faccount%2Flogin.php=1;
s_vi=[CS]v1|2BAEE09505033B34-40001188C00078D8[CE]; PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62;
order_origin=l%3D/account/login.php%26s%3D%26r%3D%26q%3Dnull; s_cc=true; __utmc=96699033;
s_sq=digicertdev%3D%2526pid%253Daccount%25253Alogin%2526pidt%253D1%2526oid%253Dlogin%2526o
idt%253D3%2526ot%253DSUBMIT
Connection: close
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 465

csrf_token=0425cada38d62436d4d7862bffda6cd39a1af48b&post_location=%2Fsecure%2Fusers%2Fnew%2F
&post_url=%2Fsecure%2Fusers%2Fnew%2F&action=add&first_name=Test&last_name=Rocket&email=aisha.
bint.abu.bakr.pbuh%40Gmail.com&telephone=&job_title=&username=aisha.bint.abu.bakr.pbuh%40Gmail.co
m&container_id=71826&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=1&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=2&access_role
s%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=3&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=4&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=130578&subm
it_user=

Response to Request #2:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Fri, 17 Jun 2016 15:15:27 GMT
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: 50500
Connection: close
Server: Apache
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT
Pragma: no-cache
Last-Modified: Fri, 17 Jun 2016 15:15:25 GMT
X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
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Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Vary: Accept-Encoding

<!doctype html>

[[<<---SNIP!--->>]]

<option value="72060" >-- mw96e<script>alert(1)</script>b60jv</option>

[[<<---SNIP!--->>]]

</script>
</body>
</html>

Affected Resources:

XSS Type Location

Persistent (Stored) XSS [https://x-xxxxxx.com/secure/divisions/new/

Recommendations:
Do not trust user input. Always sanitize the data, and encode the output.

Encode the output of any user-supplied input so that it renders as data in the user’s browser, rather

than as code. For example, the ‘&’ character should appear as the HTML entity ‘&amp’ or HTML

attribute ‘%26’ in the output. JavaScript, PHP, and ASP each have functions that can URL encode a

string.

True Positives also recommends ensuring that user input does not contain dangerous HTML symbols,

such as <, >, ", or ' (angle brackets, and double- or single-quotes). This can be done by HTML encoding

all input from the user.

Default-deny filtering should deny all characters, except the characters explicitly allowed in the

designated regular expression.  The regular expressions should be constructed for each parameter in

the URLs, cookies, and form fields.  A regular expression is the grammar that is accepted by the system,

such as letters, numbers or special characters.  For example, the regular expression for Visa and

Mastercard credit cards could consist of four sets of four numbers, with each set of numbers separated

by a dash character.  This regular expression could be written as the following string:

/^[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}$/
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This example regular expression is restricted by the ""^"" and ""$"" characters, meaning that the

pattern inside those characters must be wholly contained within the beginning of the string and end of

the string, respectively. This means that the string ""1234-1234-1234-1234"" would pass the regular

expression test, but the string ""abcd1234-1234-1234-1234abcd"" would not.  The next part of the

regular expression, ""[0-9]{4}"", means that it will accept any combination of four digits. The final piece

to the regular expression, ""\-"", means to accept the dash character.  The dash character must be

escaped with a backslash character because the dash character is a regular expression special

character.  Without escaping it with a backslash character, it denotes a range of numbers or letters,

which was illustrated in the previous explanation about the combination of four digits.

While security best practices recommend the default-deny approach to filtering characters, there are

instances where default-accept filtering, or ""blacklisting"" filtering, may be more advantageous

because of budget or time constraints.  This approach to filtering disallows specific characters. EST

strongly urges caution when implementing this type of filtering because developers may accidentally

miss certain dangerous characters in their regular expressions.  The application should exhibit caution

when allowing any of the following 7-bit ASCII characters, which are delimited by commas and which

have their hexadecimal representations in parentheses.

[null] (0x00), [CR] (0x0D), [LF] (0x0A), [ESC] (0x1B), [space] (0x20), ! (0x21), "" (0x22), # (0x23), $ (0x24),

% (0x25), & (0x26), ' (0x27), ( (0x28), ) (0x29), * (0x2A), - (0x2D), . (0x2E), / (0x2F), : (0x3A), ; (0x3B), <

(0x3C), = (0x3D), > (0x3E), ? (0x3F), @ (0x40), ` (0x60), | (0x7C), ~ (0x7E)

Security best practices recommend further caution when developing internationalized applications that

may accept extended ASCII characters or UNICODE characters.  If the aforementioned 7-bit ASCII

characters, extended ASCII characters, or UNICODE characters must be allowed, the input should be

handled in a manner in which they cannot be executed through the application, either on the client or

on the server.  This approach to input validation allows the system to maintain control of the data that

it is receiving from all users.  In addition to limiting the potential for current known attacks, the

default-deny policy limits the potential for input of malicious data that could be used in future attacks.

However, the default-accept policy does not limit this potential because each dangerous character must

manually be blacklisted.

All input validation should be performed in the server's application code and not solely in the code

given to the application's clients, such as HTML.  Clients can easily circumvent client-side filtering, such

as form field lengths and JavaScript, by using readily available client-side web proxies. By performing

the input validation in the server's code, clients cannot circumvent the filtering with a proxy or by

modifying the data while it is in transit.  While client-side filtering does reduce strain on the server and

allows clients to receive immediate feedback on any common errors during form submission, client-side

filtering should not be trusted and should always be used in conjunction with server-side filtering.
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All user inputs should be validated, including HTTP request query and post parameters, asp .NET

controls, request headers, hidden parameters, data from imported files.

References:
● ‘XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet’, OWASP, 2017:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_%28Cross_Site_Scripting%29_Prevention_Cheat_

Sheet

● ‘XSS Filter Evasion Cheat Sheet’, OWASP, 2017:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_Filter_Evasion_Cheat_Sheet

● ‘Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Vulnerabilities Explained’, Rapid7, 2016:

https://www.rapid7.com/resources/xss-vulnerabilities-explained/

● ‘HTML URL Encoding Reference,’ W3 Schools:

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_urlencode.asp
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| Authentication Bypass
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
Anyone can browse to any uploaded content without any access at all from the public internet.   By

passively sniffing the traffic, the system discloses the upload location in its responses when a page is

refreshed for the user:

https://x-xxxxxx.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads%2F1%2Fafa28787-b834-4139-91c5-f68f71c48db3.jpeg

Anything uploaded is universally exposed to access by web scrapers and malicious actors.

Users’ assets are not protected by any ACL mechanism and can be downloaded without authorization.

Validation Steps
Request:
There is Proof-of-Concept (POC) by going to an unsupported browser (incapable of logging in) and

retrieving the URL above.

Response:
The image will be retrieved from the user's download directory.  Shortening the URL request to ask for

the root of the uploads directory will also allow directory browsing of all the assets in the S3 bucket.

Affected Resources

Vulnerable URL(s) Parameter(s)
GET
https://x-xxxxxx.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads%2F1%2Fafa28787-b834-4139-91c5-f
68f71c48db3.jpeg

NA

GET https://x-xxxxxx.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads%2F1%2F NA
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Recommendations
● Apply access control to uploaded objects on the server so that only authenticated users can

access any content above and beyond the login and logout pages.

● Apply access permissions to uploaded objects so that only the owner who uploaded the

content and application system services account can access the files uploaded.

● Ensure that configuration files with information about the current application are not readable

by any users.

● Configure files and folders so they cannot be read by anonymous web users.

References
● https://owasp.org/www-project-proactive-controls/v3/en/c7-enforce-access-controls

● https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Access_Control_Cheat_Sheet.html
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| Weak Password Policy
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
All the passwords supplied for testing were provisioned as weak passwords in lower case letters less

than eight characters.  Furthermore, when passwords were reset, they were also reset to weak

passwords with common dictionary words.

Password policies regulate requirements, such as minimum length, complexity, threshold, and lockout.

A good password policy can prevent malicious actors from gaining unauthorized access through

guessing or brute-force attacks. Password strength refers to how easy it would be to crack or guess the

password. This means that a short password without a complex variety of characters or variations of

common words, such as password, season, or company name, are considered weak.

A malicious actor could attempt to gain access to an authorized user’s account by making password

guesses, such as season and year combinations, 'service_name1', 'password123', or 'monkey12345'.

Alternately, if a malicious actor captured a password hash, they could use a password cracking program,

such as hashcat, to attempt to recover the hashed value of the user’s password. A weak password could

crack in a matter of seconds, or minutes, while a stronger password could take days, weeks, or longer.

If a malicious actor cracks the password hash to an account with Administrative-level access on the

network, they could leverage that account to gain unauthorized access to critical or sensitive systems,

documents, or configurations

This website is using a weak password on the administrator credentials. Testing was able to guess the

credentials required to access this page. A weak password is short, common, a system default, or

something that could be rapidly guessed by executing a brute force attack using a subset of all possible

passwords, such as words in the dictionary, proper names, words based on the username or common

variations on these themes.

.
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Validation Steps
Request:
POST /j_stash_security_check HTTP/1.1
Content-Length: 49
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Referer: http://tamans-ap123lvd:7990/projects
Host: x-xxxxx.com:7990
Connection: Keep-alive
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; MSIE 9.0; Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/5.0)
Acunetix-Product: WVS/8.0 (Acunetix Web Vulnerability Scanner - NORMAL)
Acunetix-Scanning-agreement: Third-Party Scanning PROHIBITED
Acunetix-User-agreement: http://www.acunetix.com/wvs/disc.htm
Accept: */*

j_password=nimda&j_username=admin&submit=Log%20in

Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
X-AREQUESTID: 653x2059988x11
Set-Cookie: JSESSIONID=8918494540BECF6E79486507EF8DF515; Path=/; HttpOnly
Location: http://x-xxxxxxx.com:7990
Content-Length: 0
Date: Thu, 06 Feb 2014 15:53:04 GMT
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Affected Resources
Vulnerable Url(s) Parameter(s)

/j_stash_security_check J_username

/j_stash_security_check J_password

Recommendations
Increase the password policy to require longer and more complex passwords. A stronger password

policy typically:

1. Does not allow significant portions of the user's account name, company name or full name

2. Requires at least 12-character lengths. Administrator accounts should

be at least 16 characters, and service accounts should be at least 20

characters long.

3. Contains characters from at least three of the following four categories:

a. Uppercase characters (A through Z)

b. Lowercase characters (a through z)

c. Base-10 digits (0 through 9)

d. Special characters (for example, &, $, #, %)

Even with complexity and length requirements users can still set passwords with

common, easily- guessable formats. True Positives recommends encouraging them to

think in terms of ‘passphrases’ and not passwords. The user can create a strong

password from an easy-to-remember sentence. Some examples are:

● CaptainAmerica!My#1Hero

● TheHulk,AWasteOfMuscle?

● SupergirlCouldWhoopSuperman.1

References
● ‘Password must meet complexity requirements’, Microsoft TechNet, 2012:

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh994562(v=ws.10).aspx
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● ‘Forget Passwords, Use Passphrases for Extra Security’, PC Magazine, 2013:

http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2419274,00.asp

● 'Password Tips From a Pen Tester: 3 Passwords to Eliminate', Rapid7 Blog:

https://blog..com/2018/05/10/password-tips-from-a-pen-tester-3-passwords-to- eliminate/
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| Authentication Bypass (Token Manipulation)
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
Vulnerable host and application API  allows the SIT token of the handset and the “access_token”  to

send out SMS messages however it offers the ability to edit the sender MSISDN to any number desired.

The attacker can send SMS messages between any MSISDN that the bad actor wants to use. This will

work with access_token OR the SIT header. ONLY ONE NEEDS TO BE IN PLACE. This could allow

fraudsters to abuse the system as well as a reputational risk.

This example will send a message from Victim’s phone to Attacker’s phone without any action by the

victim:

Validation Steps
Request:
POST /phone20/SMSManagement/v1/outbound ?access_token=01.5J1YKFOAPmq3pHJt HTTP/1.1

Host: wsg.x-xxxxxx.com

Cache-Control: max-age=0

Authorization: SIT

pkt0abOOnhhX7LgMZmU9uoixSx8uUE/iQDBeBokQ/+fEZyhbN+0VYCt6eLC8c7CU0LJCz4vmcXaXyqXcrjj9BR6q8en

BIE4VW6rdJlM2dU5mfGp1XG2HuAsn805bgVufehbYrZAypgy+SWuEUteEDat3UZBEtDI0nNpWKkTTL4akG34Ao4EX

Ew==

Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,image/webp,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

X-Requested-With: com.x-xxxxxxx.digits

Content-Length: 254

{

"outboundSMSMessageRequest": {

"address": ["tel:+1786XXXXXXX"],

"outboundSMSTextMessage": {

"message": "Hi this is Attacker but it will say it came from Victum" },

"senderAddress": "tel:+1206XXXXXXX",

"senderName": "XXXXX"

}
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}

Response:
HTTP/1.0 201 Created

Connection: close

Message appears on tel:+1786XXXXXXX with Sender shown as tel:+1206XXXXXXX no matter which MSISDN it is

sent from inside the network.
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Turn on screen reader support
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| Find and replace

Find
8 of
12

Context:

Affected Resources

Vulnerable Url(s) Parameter(s)

POST /phone20/SMSManagement/v1/outbound access_token

POST /phone20/SMSManagement/v1/outbound Authorization: SIT token

Recommendations
● The application fails to perform access control over its functionality.  The Open Web

application security project states* :

● Non-public REST services must perform access control at each API endpoint. Web services in

monolithic applications implement this by means of user authentication, authorization logic

and session management. This has several drawbacks for modern architectures which

compose multiple microservices following the RESTful style.

● in order to minimize latency and reduce coupling between services, the access control decision

should be taken locally by REST endpoints

● User authentication should be centralized in an Identity Provider (IdP), which issues access

tokens

References
● Review the Open web application security cheat sheet referencing REST security access level

control at REST Security - OWASP Cheat Sheet Series
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| Information Disclosure (Error Message)
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
Application Errors produced verbose error messages with the following information:

● SQL Query language Errors showing vulnerable parameters

● Description

● Exception Details

● Source Error

● Version Information

Impact
Attackers could use this information to construct more specific attacks against the web server or hosted

applications. In the following instance, the attackers can see that a SQL injection can occur by reading

the verbose error messages for SQL syntax returned inside the body of the response

Validation Steps
Request:
POST

/dswsbobje/qaawsservices/queryasaservice/biws?cuid=AQUgfI9E6hlErb1HQXDPZ0w&authType=secEnterprise&l

ocale=en_US&timeout=600&ConvertAnyType=false HTTP/1.1

Connection: close

Cache-Control: max-age=0

Upgrade-Insecure-Requests: 1

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)

Chrome/72.0.3626.121 Safari/537.36

Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,image/webp,image/apng,*/*;q=0.8

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate

Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.9

Cookie:

SMSESSION=AQGHsxXBPNy+ISFSC3TCSTmUIdT92dvElZHgngbLrQj/8pzhh43VTmJzPo0mCVRL3CtsD8PQeVWO/lY3
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gZngg8eH4YgL542UswZ7QK6sYOUH716303HZ5sJeBuTWWMg65p9wvNFKRB5O/fZLai4IVqrevU0qgEofDI6319um

U4l/

SOAPAction: HOS_Webservice/runQueryAsAServiceEx

Content-Type: text/xml;charset=UTF-8

Host: businessinsights.infohub.x-xxxxxx.com

Content-Length: 1407

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:hos="HOS_Webservice">

<soapenv:Header>

<hos:QaaWSHeader>

<!--type: string-->

<hos:sessi

...[SNIP]...

<hos:login>administrator</hos:login>

<hos:password>Bi123456</hos:password>

<hos:start_date>

<!--type: string-->

<hos:value>2016-01-21 07:44:50.000&apos;</hos:value>

<!--type: string-->

<hos:index>verrantque per auras</hos:index>

</hos:start_date>

<hos:end_date>

<!--type: string-->

...[SNIP]...

Response:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: Apache-Coyote/1.1
Content-Type: text/xml;charset=UTF-8
Date: Sun, 10 Mar 2019 15:52:58 GMT
Connection: close
Content-Length: 704

<soap:Envelope xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"><soap:Body><runQueryAsAServiceE
...[SNIP]...
<message>The following database error occurred: [Microsoft][ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]Conversion
failed when converting date and/or time from character string.. For information about this error, please refer to
SAP Knowledge Base Article 2054721 on the SAP Support Portal. (
...[SNIP]...
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Affected Resources
Vulnerable URL(s) Parameter(s)

/dswsbobje/qaawsservices/queryasaservice/biws <hos:value>

Recommendations
At the minimum, define your custom error pages in the web.xml file.

Or equivalent so that zero technical data of any kind is returned to the client-sided response to

rendered in the web page or buried as comments in the HTML.

In the example shown below, we define 2 web pages -- server_error.html and file_not_found.html --

which will be displayed when the server encounters an error 500 or an error 404 respectively.

<error-page>

<error-code>500</error-code>

<location>/server_error.html</location>

</error-page>

<error-page>

<error-code>404</error-code>

<location>/file_not_found.html</location>

</error-page>

The files for server_error.html and file_not_found.html should be static (same for all and every error

message) such as this example:
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References
● https://owasp.org/www-community/Improper_Error_Handling

● https://cheatsheetseries.owasp.org/cheatsheets/Error_Handling_Cheat_Sheet.html
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| Cross-Site Scripting (Persistent)
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Low High

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
The application is affected by a site-wide vulnerability that accepts script as valid input to be stored into

its database.  Furthermore, as the data is rendered into the client browser, the script executes inside

the browser as the page loads.

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is an attack technique that forces a website to echo executable code,

originally supplied by a malicious actor, in the user’s browser. This code is often written in HTML or

JavaScript but may be written in VBScript, ActiveX, Java, Flash, or any other technology supported by

the browser. XSS attacks essentially compromise the trust relationship between the client and the

webserver.

Cross-site scripting can be escalated to high or critical if the users have older, unpatched browsers

which can be exploited by discovered zero-day browser exploits available to the malicious actors. If the

users are not corporate-managed assets but consumer retail internet users who are highly vulnerable

to XSS and in this context would be considered a HIGH finding. Most XSS attacks are either stored

(persistent) or reflected (non-persistent):

● Persistent (Type I): Stored attacks occur when the malicious code is stored on the target website,

and then served to any visiting browser as part of the server's response.

● Non-Persistent (Type II): Reflected attacks occur when a user visits a crafted link that contains the

malicious code. After visiting this link, the user’s browser executes the code embedded in the

URL.

A victim of an XSS attack could have their account hijacked through cookie theft, their browser

redirected to another location, or be shown fraudulent content that appears to come from the website

they are visiting.

During an XSS attack, the delivered code runs within the security context (or zone) of the hosting

website. For example, in Microsoft's Internet Explorer, there are five security zones available with

varying levels of privilege. If the XSS attack is implemented in a site that is part of the 'My Computer'

zone, the code may have access to read, modify, or transmit any sensitive data stored on the local

system.

Stored cross-site scripting vulnerabilities arise when data which originated from any tainted source is

copied into the application's responses in an unsafe way. An attacker can use the vulnerability to inject
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malicious script code into the application, which will execute within the browser of any user who views

the relevant application content.

Stored cross-site scripting flaws are typically more serious than reflected vulnerabilities because they

do not require a separate delivery mechanism in order to reach target users, and they can potentially

be exploited to create web application worms which spread exponentially amongst application users.

Methods for introducing malicious content include any function where request parameters or headers

are processed and stored by the application, and any out-of-band channel whereby data can be

introduced into the application's processing space.

Validation Steps:
Request #1:

POST /secure/divisions/new/ HTTP/1.1
Host: www.x-xxxxx.com
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:38.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/38.0 Iceweasel/38.8.0
Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Referer: https://www.digicert.com/secure/divisions/new/
Cookie: s_fid=54994D63FB8A008D-27B656F49D8318CB;
__utma=96699033.266281522.1465762091.1465762091.1466111315.2;
__utmz=96699033.1465762091.1.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none);
__utmv=96699033.|1=l=%2Faccount%2Flogin.php=1;
s_vi=[CS]v1|2BAEE09505033B34-40001188C00078D8[CE]; PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62;
order_origin=l%3D/account/login.php%26s%3D%26r%3D%26q%3Dnull; s_cc=true; __utmc=96699033;
s_sq=digicertdev%3D%2526pid%253Daccount%25253Alogin%2526pidt%253D1%2526oid%253Dlogin%2526o
idt%253D3%2526ot%253DSUBMIT
Connection: close
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 202

csrf_token=0425cada38d62436d4d7862bffda6cd39a1af48b&name=%00mw96e<script>alert(1)<%2fscript>b
60jv&description=Pent&additional_renewal_emails=xxxxxx-xx%40gmail.com&template_id=6&limit_domains
=on&allowed_domain_names=&submit_division=

Request #2:

GET /secure/users/new/ HTTP/1.1
Host: www.x-xxxxxx.com
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:38.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/38.0 Iceweasel/38.8.0
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Accept: text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Referer: https://www.digicert.com/secure/users/new/
Cookie: s_fid=54994D63FB8A008D-27B656F49D8318CB;
__utma=96699033.266281522.1465762091.1465762091.1466111315.2;
__utmz=96699033.1465762091.1.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none);
__utmv=96699033.|1=l=%2Faccount%2Flogin.php=1;
s_vi=[CS]v1|2BAEE09505033B34-40001188C00078D8[CE]; PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62;
order_origin=l%3D/account/login.php%26s%3D%26r%3D%26q%3Dnull; s_cc=true; __utmc=96699033;
s_sq=digicertdev%3D%2526pid%253Daccount%25253Alogin%2526pidt%253D1%2526oid%253Dlogin%2526o
idt%253D3%2526ot%253DSUBMIT
Connection: close
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 465

csrf_token=0425cada38d62436d4d7862bffda6cd39a1af48b&post_location=%2Fsecure%2Fusers%2Fnew%2F
&post_url=%2Fsecure%2Fusers%2Fnew%2F&action=add&first_name=Test&last_name=Rocket&email=aisha.
bint.abu.bakr.pbuh%40Gmail.com&telephone=&job_title=&username=aisha.bint.abu.bakr.pbuh%40Gmail.co
m&container_id=71826&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=1&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=2&access_role
s%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=3&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=4&access_roles%5B%5D%5Bid%5D=130578&subm
it_user=

Response to Request #2:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Fri, 17 Jun 2016 15:15:27 GMT
Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: 50500
Connection: close
Server: Apache
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
Expires: Thu, 19 Nov 1981 08:52:00 GMT
Pragma: no-cache
Last-Modified: Fri, 17 Jun 2016 15:15:25 GMT
X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Set-Cookie: PHPSESSID=kq7b0tjakj2tk95d4gbdcl3g62; path=/; secure; HttpOnly
Vary: Accept-Encoding

<!doctype html>
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[[<<---SNIP!--->>]]

<option value="72060" >-- mw96e<script>alert(1)</script>b60jv</option>

[[<<---SNIP!--->>]]

</script>
</body>
</html>

Affected Resources
Vulnerable URL(s) Parameter(s)

/secure/divisions/new/

/secure/users/new/

name

name

This appears to be a site-wide issue

Recommendations:
Do not trust user input. Always sanitize the data, and encode the output.

Encode the output of any user-supplied input so that it renders as data in the user’s browser, rather

than as code. For example, the ‘&’ character should appear as the HTML entity ‘&amp’ or HTML

attribute ‘%26’ in the output. JavaScript, PHP, and ASP each have functions that can URL encode a

string.

True Positives also recommends ensuring that user input does not contain dangerous HTML symbols,

such as <, >, ", or ' (angle brackets, and double- or single-quotes). This can be done by HTML encoding

all input from the user.

Default-deny filtering should deny all characters, except the characters explicitly allowed in the

designated regular expression.  The regular expressions should be constructed for each parameter in

the URLs, cookies, and form fields.  A regular expression is a grammar that is accepted by the system,

such as letters, numbers, or special characters.  For example, the regular expression for Visa and

Mastercard credit cards could consist of four sets of four numbers, with each set of numbers separated

by a dash character.  This regular expression could be written as the following string:

/^[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}\-[0-9]{4}$/
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This example regular expression is restricted by the ""^"" and ""$"" characters, meaning that the

pattern inside those characters must be wholly contained within the beginning of the string and end of

the string, respectively. This means that the string ""1234-1234-1234-1234"" would pass the regular

expression test, but the string ""abcd1234-1234-1234-1234abcd"" would not.  The next part of the

regular expression, ""[0-9]{4}"", means that it will accept any combination of four digits. The final piece

to the regular expression, ""\-"", means to accept the dash character.  The dash character must be

escaped with a backslash character because the dash character is a regular expression special

character.  Without escaping it with a backslash character, it denotes a range of numbers or letters,

which was illustrated in the previous explanation about the combination of four digits.

While security best practices recommend the default-deny approach to filtering characters, there are

instances where default-accept filtering, or ""blacklisting"" filtering, may be more advantageous

because of budget or time constraints.  This approach to filtering disallows specific characters. EST

strongly urges caution when implementing this type of filtering because developers may accidentally

miss certain dangerous characters in their regular expressions.  The application should exhibit caution

when allowing any of the following 7-bit ASCII characters, which are delimited by commas and which

have their hexadecimal representations in parentheses.

[null] (0x00), [CR] (0x0D), [LF] (0x0A), [ESC] (0x1B), [space] (0x20), ! (0x21), "" (0x22), # (0x23), $ (0x24),

% (0x25), & (0x26), ' (0x27), ( (0x28), ) (0x29), * (0x2A), - (0x2D), . (0x2E), / (0x2F), : (0x3A), ; (0x3B), <

(0x3C), = (0x3D), > (0x3E), ? (0x3F), @ (0x40), ` (0x60), | (0x7C), ~ (0x7E)

Security best practices recommend further caution when developing internationalized applications that

may accept extended ASCII characters or UNICODE characters.  If the aforementioned 7-bit ASCII

characters, extended ASCII characters, or UNICODE characters must be allowed, the input should be

handled in a manner in which they cannot be executed through the application, either on the client or

on the server.  This approach to input validation allows the system to maintain control of the data that

it is receiving from all users.  In addition to limiting the potential for current known attacks, the

default-deny policy limits the potential for input of malicious data that could be used in future attacks.

However, the default-accept policy does not limit this potential because each dangerous character must

manually be blacklisted.

All input validation should be performed in the server's application code and not solely in the code

given to the application's clients, such as HTML.  Clients can easily circumvent client-side filtering, such

as form field lengths and JavaScript, by using readily available client-side web proxies. By performing

the input validation in the server's code, clients cannot circumvent the filtering with a proxy or by

modifying the data while it is in transit.  While client-side filtering does reduce strain on the server and

allows clients to receive immediate feedback on any common errors during form submission, client-side

filtering should not be trusted and should always be used in conjunction with server-side filtering.
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All user inputs should be validated, including HTTP request query and post parameters, asp .NET

controls, request headers, hidden parameters, data from imported files.
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References
● ‘XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet’, OWASP, 2017:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_%28Cross_Site_Scripting%29_Prevention_Cheat_

● ‘XSS Filter Evasion Cheat Sheet’, OWASP, 2017:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/XSS_Filter_Evasion_Cheat_Sheet

● ‘Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Vulnerabilities Explained’, Rapid7, 2016:

https://www.rapid7.com/resources/xss-vulnerabilities-explained/

● ‘HTML URL Encoding Reference,’ W3 Schools:

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref_urlencode.asp
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| Open Redirection
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
Open redirect vulnerabilities exist when an application takes a user-controllable parameter and issues a

redirect to that URL without properly validating the input.

Most web application coding languages include a way to redirect a user to a URL after completing an

action. An Open Redirection occurs when that redirection unsafely incorporates user-controllable data

into the target.  A malicious actor can construct a URL within the application that causes a redirection

to an external domain of their choosing. Open redirection behavior can be exploited in phishing attacks

against application users. The crafted URL is often like an authentic application URL and may even

appear to have a valid SSL certificate.

Validation Steps

Append the following request to the FQDN of all the hosts (IPs) in scope:

GET /login?service=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.url-encode-decode.com%2F&renew=&gateway=&ticket=

Authenticate to the Application and observe the response as the browser is arbitrarily redirected to
https://url-encode-decode.com.

Affected Resources
● All [Target] logout endpoints in scope for the test

Recommendations
Maintain a whitelist of URLs that the CAS provides authentication for on the server and only send an

associated numeric key to the client when a reference to the redirect URL is required. If a whitelist
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of safe URLs cannot be created, a whitelist of safe domains should be created, and the application

should only accept local paths to resources from the user.

If building a complete list of valid URLs is infeasible, the application should maintain a whitelist of

safe domains on the server, and only accept local paths to pages or resources which it then appends

to the domain in server-side logic. For example, an application may only want to redirect users

within the domain "http://myhost.com". To prevent the redirect URL from exposing users to

potentially unsafe sites, the application should only accept local paths (e.g., "/app1/index.jsp") from

the user. The application logic should then be responsible for validating the data and constructing

the redirect URL by combining the whitelist domain with the user-provided path.

Avoid incorporating user-controllable data into redirection targets. Either replace the redirection

function with direct links to the relevant target URLs or use a server-side list of permitted redirection

URLs, and pass an index into this list.

If the application’s design requires a redirection function with user-controllable input, implement

one of the following measures:

● Use relative URLs in all redirects. The redirection function should strictly

validate that the URL received is a relative URL.

● Use absolute URLs for all redirects. The redirection function should verify

that the user-supplied URL begins with ‘http://yourdomainname.com/’

before issuing a redirect.

● Use URLs relative to the webroot for all redirects. The redirection function

should validate that the URL received starts with a slash character, and prepend

‘http://yourdomainname.com’ to the URL before issuing the redirect.

References
● ‘Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards Cheat Sheet’, OWASP:

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Open_redirect

● ‘CWE-601: URL Redirection to Untrusted Site ('Open Redirect')’, MITRE:

https://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/601.html
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| Insecure Transport Layer
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Moderate Moderate Moderate

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
The application uses an insecure transport layer (unencrypted HTTP) to send BASIC AUTHENTICATION.

An attacker with LAN access may be able to obtain user credentials by sniffing network traffic. The

disadvantage is that Web browsers using Basic authentication transmit passwords in an unencrypted

form if challenged by a phishing link before checking for HTTP/HTTPS. Also, by monitoring

communications on your network, someone could easily intercept and decipher these passwords by

using publicly available tools since the header is logged in the proxy, gateway, and caching. Therefore,

Basic authentication is not recommended unless you are confident that the connection between the

user and your Web server is secure, such as a direct cable connection. Not recommended if the

endpoint is in a wireless environment.

Validation Steps
Request:
POST /api/openid/connect/token HTTP/1.1
Host: staging.x-xxxxxx.com
Connection: close
Content-Length: 71
Origin: https://staging.x-xxxxxxx.com
X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest
Authorization: Basic bWR0Y0pzOm1lZHRyb25pYw==
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8
Accept: */*
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.3; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko)
Chrome/58.0.3029.110 Safari/537.36
X-Trans-Id: 148551fc-7d19-492f-96c9-0a9b2b6bc7cf
Referer: https://staging.x-xxxxxxx.com/apps/oip/
Accept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.8
Cookie: i18next_dynamic=en-US; _ga=GA1.3.892155632.1496721519;
_gid=GA1.3.831102496.1498098885
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refresh_token=4fe38facf8f8e86a505998ba583a368a&grant_type=refresh_token

Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: nginx/1.11.5
Date: Thu, 22 Jun 2017 06:13:52 GMT
Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8
Connection: close
Cache-Control: no-store, no-cache, max-age=0, private
Pragma: no-cache
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: https://staging.x-xxxxxxxx.com
Access-Control-Allow-Credentials: true
X-AspNet-Version: 4.0.30319
X-Powered-By: ASP.NET
X-Frame-Options: SAMEORIGIN
Content-Length: 1216
{"access_token":"
-8Y8Vh9AoeIM3nHKOShPOL6wi4ZNs83RvbUyDecP5ExgCX5cNVzQEJpYd4QyINPWhdYXbJbqNLSJbrL-R-jy
BW01u3CKlfVLvXKqDHBfkJttVhHGtapEyUkrZEhkUP7HsSW-p7xIw","expires_in":300,"token_type":"Bear
er","refresh_token":"63b458516e7136807b1ba90a4713ca3d"}

Affected Resources
Vulnerable Url(s) Parameter(s)

POST /api/openid/connect/token NA

Recommendations
● If both the authenticated user and web server computers are in the same domain, then

integrated Windows authentication is available, else SSL/TLS certificate authentication is

preferred.  All HTTP connections/communications should be over HTTPS protocol.

References
● https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2617
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| Low Threat Assessment Findings

Insecure Session Cookie
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Low Moderate Low

CIS Control: Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software

Finding Summary
If the secure flag is set on a cookie, then browsers will not submit the cookie in any requests that
use an unencrypted HTTP connection, thereby preventing the cookie from being trivially
intercepted by an attacker monitoring network traffic. If the secure flag is not set, then the cookie
will be transmitted in clear text if the user visits any HTTP URLs within the cookie's scope. An
attacker may be able to induce this event by feeding a user suitable links, either directly or via
another web site. Even if the domain that issued the cookie does not host any content that is
accessed over HTTP, an attacker may be able to use links of the form http://example.com:443/ to
perform the same attack.

To exploit this vulnerability, an attacker must be suitably positioned to eavesdrop on the victim's
network traffic. This scenario typically occurs when a client communicates with the server over an
insecure connection such as public Wi-Fi, or a corporate or home network that is shared with a
compromised computer. Common defenses such as switched networks are not sufficient to
prevent this. An attacker situated in the user's ISP or the application's hosting infrastructure could
also perform this attack. Note that an advanced adversary could potentially target any connection
made over the Internet's core infrastructure.

The following cookie was issued by the application and does not have the secure flag set:
nomad.session

The cookie appears to contain a session token which may increase the risk associated with this
issue. You should review the contents of the cookie to determine its function.
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Validation Steps
Request:
GET
/rdcadfsrnd/faces/Login?setUpDone=Y&mode=P&display_descpId=Y&display_docnum=Y&db=jdbc/rdcsdopatDS
HTTP/1.1
Accept: text/html, application/xhtml+xml, image/jxr, */*
Referer: https://edc.x-xxxxxx.com/ocsso/study/rdcAutoLoginChild
Accept-Language: en-US
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko
Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate
Host: edc-val.medtronic.com
Connection: close
Cookie:
JSESSIONID_ocsso=s6rhcXgNWZBX92Yc9Jt0xdYN3t3JXvQxJTQw2nR2GXyQ48Ll0nTs!-1420868714!-149486288;

Response:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Server: ---
Date: Sun, 03 Feb 2019 17:11:35 GMT
Set-Cookie:
NOMAD.SESSION=013uN6zjDoPNTzpf7njUsjvYa059kComo/q+nxCXIFZq70agHBtJuJgNUtKtZIL96Rq//N32HyFQoirD
Of9b3HvHmGXUDoidwI2C4fknWVGhwSb3N9YR0YUNGjgNq8K5IgmBAnxmu6jcRCuNS/a4I/7hdePOnSB+70H4bA3
YKUk3pwmZAgwfTI+GoOtxboYX58NseOc1dDyEwZLwT2WHuc6A/8HR7H/8UxCudbfGnAx8JRo1k1U1uCofj1qswYy
mw0mlBk5IXOlQuTgcl8Vh2BknTGUrqEK+IgwFhPwoRKKzpYDhwLhHcV3mg44efbUb0wiO41Vv0cLXkQLroD6h0eQ
GwF7idNjlrcTBdNnb8qW8YlwChNCzzepOVk6C0OOQAy7aUQVBqapaPTek9qOYBne2CqZ41z57jIkczE8bL+LAZxDNw
nYnneFgVC3tzB4de4UL/Vv2hbPukha7pmyDZbnfCvWCIfuqT7vUbTBdWpk5J6N4QeoW6+0Yk3nIAyeIAW827Lxw+7
xUpleHSM9EmC4ZRObpv6486E9ArgqCCT1xeoYdO8IghU6oPTl7yKEc1Hifia8SEPOurnXZiExFN/XTBaCSo1BKSST7KP
1OCs5ssl5kOl09GT6XX5fxR0NLrHq6DoZSzNK7KeUYX0U+J+cDF9iBvyqcC+VVjwBmcfG7EuijjQVtlf+rGtwEkjiuUd7j+
oSqWIW/tY75Q48mH76XU4NlmIgmCp/VmUXj/8RA28cWhEGjvBuVy/S4WT70G0jgr8U4dmKnAxBbclWTZzZb57fA
HY9H606vuGAuOZJy1DIgljtNoYl1VvENWziE7K8lXGQlz2VfFV5+N9bky3x/Wos0XUI6FUCHqxEW14OKEWYRdC6r0ju
behAmtZ8DhHZjFLnXcgUga8lz6S8PDLUSpRtDT9EbWMBJkC3gNjUoKRg+y0GQcFHwHb/PfGpJUvsRs6JI82w/jXfGaK
NZVNW8U7Y+l1oav4iGbliiVe1gA3eextvHyAKozjPrNp8/QsxgByQEobh1KHA79a6TcMRhawtiIvsE9P2ndLkXz7pIyOj
mtPYmRfyduGCKtdEtpUeS/CS6JAHRpNHGeWRGaAiFiharhGOuLz7nB43/Rh2VLtiEt/FyTEFrPeLXa08hvCeGPxSlUr/6
bmccBT11i9z7ycRYAL9S; path=/; domain=.x-xxxxxxx.com
Content-type: text/html;charset=utf-8
Cache-control: no-cache
Expires: Thu, 01 Jan 1970 00:00:00 GMT

.
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Affected Resources
Vulnerable Url(s) Parameter(s)

GET /rdcadfsrnd/faces/Login NOMAD.SESSION

Recommendations
The secure flag should be set on all cookies that are used for transmitting sensitive data when accessing

content over HTTPS. If cookies are used to transmit session tokens, then areas of the application that

are accessed over HTTPS should employ their own session handling mechanism, and the session tokens

used should never be transmitted over unencrypted communications.  Utilize the built-in security

controls within the cookie (set the secure attribute) for any sensitive information (Session info, etc). An

example should look similar to this after implementing the security attribute:

Set-Cookie: NOMAD.SESSION=eh-z~Zj3-t~PX-w3JAJe85EAJVURrJ; path=/; secure; HTTPonly;

References
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| Information Leakage
NIST Scoring Summary

Risk Likelihood Impact

Low Moderate Low

CIS Control: Application Software Security

Finding Summary
The remote host appears to be an F5 BIG-IP load balancer. The load balancer encodes the IP address of

the actual web server that it is acting on behalf of within a cookie. Additionally, information after

'BIGipServer' is configured by the user and may be the logical name of the device. These values may

disclose sensitive information, such as internal IP addresses and names.

Information leakage occurs when a website reveals sensitive data, such as developer comments or

error messages, that a malicious actor could use in later attacks against the system. For example,

sensitive information could be leaked in HTML comments, error messages, source code, or left in plain

sight on a page. Even if it is hidden from users in the GUI, a malicious actor could extract the

information from source code or HTTP responses.

Leaked information is not necessarily a breach of security. However, it can give a malicious actor useful

information for planning future attacks. Distinct types of sensitive information can carry various levels

of risk, so leaks should be limited whenever possible. Some examples of information disclosure are:

● Software or server versions

● Source code

● Data or error handling

● Directory listings

● Hardcoded API keys

● Developer comments

● Internal IP addresses or hostnames
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Validation Steps
Request:
Make an authenticated request to the server

Response:
Base 64 decode session cookies in any response from authenticated request:

Cookie       : BIGipServerpool_vanity_x-xxxxxx.jiveon.com=MTAuMTYzLjY4LjQ=

Decodes to:

10.163.68.4

Cookie       : BIGipServerpool_vanity_x-xxxxxxx.jiveon.com=MTAuMTYzLjY4LjU=

Decodes to:

10.163.68.5

Recommendations:
The vendor should provide a fix within the contractual SLA.  It is recommended to evaluate and track

any additional vulnerabilities specific to the provider for suitability to current enterprise requirements.

References
● ‘Information Leakage’, the Web Application Security Consortium, 2010:

http://projects.webappsec.org/w/page/13246936/Information%20Leakage

Key Recommendations
● Vulnerable to Server-Side Request Forgery: Prevent the [App Name] server from accessing any

internal resources at the system level and ensure that localhost service access is not possible.

● Cross-Site Scripting: Use output encoding, data validation, and filtering for all data inputs and

outputs.

● Weak Password Policy: Strengthen password requirements based on the guidelines in this

report.

● Open Redirection: Validate the source of logout pages or ensure that no explicitly defined

systems can be redirected on [App Name].

● Information Leakage: Remove the [App Name] page if it is not required to be publicly

accessible, and ensure that publicly available JavaScript files do not contain references to

internal resources or other sensitive information
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| Appendix A: Assessment Scope Overview

Rules of Engagement and Assumptions
● Testing to occur during standard business hours.

● No Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.

Accounts
True Positives created the following [Customer] accounts, which were used for testing:

● Consultant1@True-Positives.com

● Consultant2@True-Positives.com

[Customer] provided the following accounts for testing different privilege levels:

● [Customer] Infosec Team Testing Account (Administrator)

● Consultant1@True-Positives.com's Account (Super Administrator)

● Consultant2@@True-Positives.com's Account (Super Administrator)

[Customer] also provided the following websites in the ‘[Customer] Infosec Team Testing Account’ for

testing:

● [Customer]-infosec.com

● [Customer].com

True Positives then set a secondary host used for testing cross-domain permissions for:

● [Test – Domain]

Scope Targets
Web Application Testing

● [Customer] Access and its Components:

o [FQDN]

o [FQDN]

o [FQDN]

o [FQDN]

o [FQDN]
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| Appendix B:
Manual Application Testing and OWASP Testing
Methodology
True Positives examines web applications using the OWASP Testing Methodology.

Access Control, Authorization, and Authentication: True Positives assesses the business logic of the

application by testing the following:

Default Accounts, Username, Password Quality, Password Reset,

Password Lockout, Password Structure, and Blank Passwords.

Session Management: True Positives assesses the controls that the application implements to manage

state-full user sessions by testing the following:

Session Token Length, Session Timeout, Session Reuse, Session

Deletion, and Session Token Format.

Configuration Management and Application Architecture: True Positives assesses the configuration of

the webserver supporting the application by testing the following:

HTTP Methods, Web Site Debugging, Virtual Hosts, Web Server,

Back-up Files, Web Server Configuration, Web Server

Components, Common Paths, Language/Application

Defaults, and Administrative Interfaces.

Error Handling: True Positives assesses the ways that the application responds to expected and

unexpected error conditions by testing the following:

Application Error Messages and User Error Messages.

Data Protection: True Positives assesses how data is protected within the application by testing the

following:

Sensitive Data in HTML, Data Storage, SSL Version, SSL Key

Exchange Methods, SSL Algorithms, SSL Key Lengths, and Digital

Certificate Validity.

Input Validation: True Positives assesses how the application validates user-supplied input that could

cause a malfunction by testing the following:

Script Injection, SQL Injection, Command Injection, LDAP

Injection, and Cross-Site Scripting
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